1. **OVERVIEW**

   - 1. Outer Barrel
   - 2. Hop-Up
   - 3. Body
   - 4. Bi-pod
   - 5. Magazine
   - 6. Jam Rod
   - 7. Speed Loader
   - 8. Suppressor Adapter
   - 9. Assembly Tools
   - 10. Sling

2. **ASSEMBLY**

   - Align the front clip correctly with the body.
   - Position the outer barrel towards the front first to ensure proper installation.
   - With outer barrel positioned correctly at the front, press down by the trigger assembly to seat it.
   - Locate the fasteners. The first screw is at the trigger guard. Note: Screw is preinstalled in body.
   - The second screw is located behind the magazine's well. Note: Screw is preinstalled in body.
   - Tighten both screws down using the supplied tools and in a clockwise direction.
3 BI-POD INSTALLATION

Loosen bi-pod clamp by turning the screw counterclockwise.

Position bi-pod on to front rail and tighten clamp by turning clockwise.

Press down firmly on top of locking button to extended bi-pod legs.

4 HOP-UP

Hop-up adjustment is located at the front of the magazine release.

Turn clockwise to increase hop-up and counterclockwise to decrease.

5 SAFETY

Move slider backwards to engage safety.

When ready to fire, move slider forwards to disengage safety.

6 BOLT OPERATION

1. Pull bolt upwards.
2. Pull bolt all the way back.

1. Push bolt forward.
2. Lock bolt back into place.

7 LOADING AND MAGAZINE REMOVAL

Install adapter to the included speed loader.

Press down on magazine. Position speed loader onto magazine as shown.

Once BBs are loaded, install the magazine.
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Press down firmly until magazine clicks into place.

Locate magazine release button and press downwards to release. Prepare to grab it.

The magazine will eject. Pull back to remove.

**SUPPRESSOR ADAPTER**

Remove the barrel cap by turning counterclockwise.

Install suppressor adapter by turning clockwise.

Tighten adapter firmly until completely seated.

**CHEEK REST**

Locate and loosen the two screws by turning counterclockwise.

Pull up and position cheek rest to preferred setting.

Tighten the two screws by turning clockwise.